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Thesis, Anti-thesis, and New Thesis
(synthesis)
The formula for the creation of
a new thesis is the combination of a
thesis and anti-thesis. It’s somewhat of
a compromise to form a new thesis.
Now, why is this relevant?
Well, if we take North Korea as an
anti-thesis and South Korea as the
thesis. The only peaceful resolution is
the new-thesis. Such a new thesis, I
personally believe, would usher in
some type of Asian Switzerland, a nonaffiliated with with any group neutral
state.
By Ted

Kai playing a tune on the guitar

On Wednesday, Miss
Natalie’s class took a hike
at Sinking Ponds! We saw
loons, loons are like ducks.
We played games like Mr.
Fox and Duck Duck
Goose.
By Claudia

Buffalo
Architecture
Tour
Yesterday Mandala School went to Buffalo and saw some
amazing architecture. We visited Buffalo City Hall, the
Darwin Martin House, St. Paul’s Cathedral, Albright Knox
Art Gallery, Delaware Park, M & T Bank, the Ellicott Square
Building and more.

Student of the Week: Felix
My name is Felix. I live in Allentown in Buffalo. My favorite places
in Buffalo are my parents houses. When I grow up I want to be a
You-tuber and a game creator. I am silly, smart, and funny. My
greatest fantasy would be dinosaurs being alive! My favorite
dinosaur is a carnotaurus. If I could travel anywhere I’d go to a
different dimension where dinosaurs are alive. I love all video
games, that’s usually what I do in my spare time. This is my second
year at Mandala. My favorite book is Captain Underpants. My
favorite movie is Spiderman Homecoming. If I could have any
superpower it would be teleportation.

Mother’s day tea with Miss
Natalie & her class!

Above: Students sketching wild flowers at Hunter’s Creek

Happy Mother’s
Day to all of
you wonderful
moms out there!
Thank you for
everything you
do!
From all of us at
Mandala

